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Abstract
We propose an extension of the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) which addresses specific challenges of machine learning and data mining for context andmodel reuse handling. This new general context-aware process model is mapped with CRISP-DMreference model proposing some new or enhanced outputs.Keywords: data mining, reframing, context awareness, process model, methodology.
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1 Introduction
Anticipating potential changes in context is a critically important part of data mining projects. Un-foreseen context changes can lead to substantial additional costs and in the extreme case requirerunning a new project from scratch. For example, an automatic text summarisation system de-veloped in the context of the English language can be extremely hard to be modified for otherlanguages, unless such context change is anticipated. For another example, a fraud detection ser-vice provider develops its detectors in the context of known types of frauds, but the context keepschanging, with new types invented continuously. A careful analysis can help to build more versatiledetectors which are effective for some new types of frauds and are easy to update for other newtypes. As a third example, a customer segmentation system helping to tailor products for differentcustomer groups might be hard to modify to incorporate richer customer information, unless suchcontext changes are anticipated.
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Figure 1: Use of data mining methodologies according to www.kdnuggets.com
Context anticipation is more than just a single separate task and it requires dedicated activitiesin all phases of the data mining process, from the initial domain understanding up to the final de-ployment. These activities are not included in any of the existing Data Mining (DM) standard processmethodologies, such as the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) Process Fayyad et al. (1996a),the Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) Chapman et al. (2000) and theSample, Explore, Modify, Model and Assess (SEMMA)SAS (2005) process model. In this paper, wereport on an extension of the CRISP-DM process model called CASP-DM (Context-Aware StandardProcess for Data Mining), which has been evolving as a new standard with the goal of integrat-ing context-awareness and context changes in the knowledge discovery process, while remainingbackward compatible, so that users of CRISP-DM can adopt CASP-DM easily.The reasons why we have use CRISP-DM as a base are multiple. CRISP-DM is the most completedata mining methodology in terms of meeting the needs of industrial projects and has become themost widely used process for DM projects, according to the KDnuggets polls held in 2002, 2004,2007, and 2014. Although CRISP-DM does not seem to be maintained1 or adapted to the new
1The original crisp-dm.org site is no longer active.
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challenges in data mining, the proposed six phases and their subphases are still a good guide forthe knowledge discovery process. In fact, the interest in CRISP-DM continues to be high comparedto other models (see Figures 1 and 2). Therefore, the participation and cooperation of the datamining community is, of course, pivotal to the success of CASP-DM. This inclusion should implythe development of a platform where the data mining community can have access to the standard,which otherwise has the risk of being diluted, while working as an embryo for a committee andstable working group for an evolving standard accommodating future challenges and evolutionof the field. Furthermore, CRISP-DM is supported by several project management software tools,such as RapidMiner2 and IBM SPSS Modeler3. The extension of CRISP-DM into CASP-DM allowsdata mining projects to become context-aware while keep using these tools.
Figure 2: Relative interest over time in web searches according to Google Trends (www.google.es/
trends/). Terms legend: CRISP-DM in blue, KDD in red, SEMMA in green (the latter having a relativeinterest close to zero).
The rest of the document is organised as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews CRISP-DM and re-lated methodologies, and the state of the art in terms of standardisation and maintenance of themethology. Section 3 discusses the role that context (or domain) is having in DM applications andthe main types of context and context changes (including changes in costs, data distribution andothers). Section 4 proposes CASP-DM, with new tasks and outputs as well as enhancements to theoriginal reference model thus allowing the practitioners to be aware of (and anticipate) the maintypes of context. Finally, section 5 closes the paper.
2 Review of DM and CRISP-DM methodologies
In this section we review the main approaches (process models and methodologies4) useful to ex-tract useful information from large volumes of data (see Mariscal et al. (2010) for a complete sur-vey). We focus on two main approaches: Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) (Fayyad et al.,1996a,b) since it was the original approach, and the CRISP-DM (Chapman et al., 2000), since it isthe reference methodology. The rest of approaches detailed are based on them. Figure 3 shows adiagram of how the different DM and KD process models and methodologies have evolved. Further-more, Table 5 compares the phases into which the DM and KD process is decomposed accordingthe proposals discussed.
2https://rapidminer.com3http://www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/modeler4While a process model is defined as a set of tasks to be performed to develop a particular element (as well as theirinputs and outputs), a methodology can be defined as a process model instance, in which not only tasks, inputs and
3
Figure 3: Evolution of DM Methodologies. Adapted from (Mariscal et al., 2010)
2.1 KDD related approaches
The term Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) (Fayyad et al., 1996a,b) was the first processmodel to establish all the steps to be taken to develop a Data Mining project. According to Fayyadet al. Fayyad et al. (1996a) KDD is defined as "[. . . ] the non-trivial process of identifying valid,novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data." The non-trivial5 goal isthus to (automatically) extract high-level knowledge that may not be obvious but potentially usefulfrom raw or unprocessed data. This discovery of knowledge from a set of facts is accomplished byapplying Data Mining (DM) methods. However, KDD has a much broader scope, of which DM is justone step in the whole process model. This process model involves several steps, including dataprocessing, search for patterns, knowledge evaluation and interpretation, and refinement, wherethe whole process is interactive and iterative, which means that sometimes it may be necessary torepeat the previous steps. The overall process involves the repeated application of the followingnine steps:
• Developing an understanding of the application domain, the relevant prior knowledge andthe goals of the end-user.
• Creating a target data set: selecting a data set, or focusing on a subset of variables, or data
outputs must be specified but also the way in which the tasks must be carried out.5Involving search or inference.
4
samples, on which discovery is to be performed.
• Data cleaning and preprocessing: including basic operations for removing noise or outliers,collecting necessary information tomodel or account for noise, deciding on strategies for han-dling missing data fields, and accounting for time sequence information and known changes.
• Data reduction and projection: including finding useful features to represent the data de-pending on the goal of the task, using dimensionality reduction or transformation methods toreduce the effective number of variables under consideration or to find invariant representa-tions for the data.
• Choosing the datamining task: deciding whether the goal of the KDD process is classification,regression, clustering, etc.
• Choosing the data mining algorithm(s): selecting method(s) to be used for searching forpatterns in the data, deciding which models and parameters may be appropriate andmatchinga particular data mining method with the overall criteria of the KDD process.
• Data mining: searching for patterns of interest in a particular representational form or a setof such representations as classification rules or trees, regression, clustering, and so forth.
• Knowledge interpretation: interpreting the discovered patterns.
• Consolidating discovered knowledge: incorporating the discovered knowledge into the per-formance systems.
The different phases in the KDD process are outlined in Figure 2.1 where we see a large amountof unnecessary loops between steps and a lack of business guidance.
Figure 4: An Overview of the steps of the KDD Process (from Fayyad et al. (1996a))
Several other processmodels andmethodologies have been developed using the KDD approachesas a basis. The Human-Centered Approach to Data Mining is presented in (Brachman and Anand,1996; Gertosio and Dussauchoy, 2004). This proposal involves a holistic understanding of the
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entire Knowledge Discovery Process and involves eight steps: human resource identification, prob-lem specification, problem specification, data prospecting, methodology identification, data prepro-cessing, pattern discovery, and knowledge post-processing. It considers peopleâĂŹs involvementand interpretation in each process and put emphasis on that the target user is the data engineer.SEMMA (SAS, 2005), which that stands for Sample, Explore, Modify, Model and Assess, is themethodology that the SAS institute6 proposed for developing DM products. Although it is a method-ology, it is based only on the technical part of the project and integrated into SAS tools such asEnterprise Miner. Unlike the former KDD process, SEMMA is not an open process and can only beused in these tools. The steps of SEMMA are mainly focussed on the modeling tasks of DM projects,leaving the business aspects. The steps are the following: sample, explore, modify, model andassess.The two models by (Cabena et al., 1998) and (Anand and Büchner, 1998; Anand et al., 1998;Buchner et al., 1999) are based on KDD process with not big differences and with similar features.The former structures the process in a different number of steps (business objectives determina-tion, selection, preprocessing and transformation, data mining, analysis of results and assimilationof knowledge) and was used more in the marketing and sales domain, this being one of the firstprocess models which took into account the business objectives. For its part, the latter processmodel is adapted to web mining projects and focused on an online customer (incorporating theavailable operational and materialized data as well as marketing knowledge). The model consistsof eight steps: human resource identification, problem specification, problem specification, dataprospecting, methodology identification, data preprocessing, pattern discovery, and knowledgepost-processing. Although it provides a detailed analysis for the initial steps, it does not includeinformation on using the obtained knowledge.The Two Crows Edelstein (1998) is a process model proposed by Two Crows Consulting7 andtakes advantage of some insights from (first versions of) CRISP-DM (before release). It proposesa non-linear list of steps (very close to the KDD phases), so it is necessary to go back and forthand . The basic steps of data mining for knowledge discovery are: define business problem, builddata mining database, explore data, prepare data for modeling, build model, evaluate model, deploymodel and results.
2.2 Independent approaches
There are some other independent approaches not related to the KDD original process. SPSS8originally developed a data mining analysis cycle called the 5 AâĂŹs Process (Brunk et al., 1997)included their data mining tool set. It involves five steps (Assess, Access, Analyse, Act and Auto-mate) where the “Automate” step is the most relevant one and helps non-experts user to automatethe whole process of DM applying already defined methods to new data. The main disadvantageis that the 5 AâĂŹs do not contain steps to understand the business objectives and to test dataquality. The process was abandoned in 1999 when SPSS joined CRISP-DM consortium to developthe CRISP-DM process model.In mid-1996, Motorola developed the 6 − σ approach (Harry, 1998) which emphasises mea-surement and statistical control techniques for quality and excellence in management. It is a wellstructured data-drivenmethodology for eliminating defects or quality control problems in manufac-turing, service delivery, management, and other business activities, including data mining projects.That is done through the application of so-called “Six Sigma DMAIC” sequence of steps (Define,
6http://www.sas.com7http://twocrows.com/8http://www.spss.com.hk/
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 Domain #   Phases 
KDD Academic 5  Selection 
Pre 
processing 
Transformation Data Mining 
Interpretation/ 
Evaluation 
 
KDD Fayyad Academic 9 
Developing and Understanding of the 
Application Domain 
Creating a Target Data 
Set 
Data 
Cleaning 
and Pre-
processing 
Data Reduction 
and Projection 
Choosing 
the DM 
Task 
Choosing 
the DM 
Algorithm 
Data 
Mining 
Interpreting Mined 
Patterns 
Consolidating 
Discovered 
Knowledge 
 
5 A’s Industry 5 Asses  Access Analyse Act  Automate 
 
 
6-sigma Industry 5 Define Measure Analyse Improve Control 
 
 
Human 
Centered 
Academic 6 Task Discovery Data Discovery Data Cleaning Model Development Data Analysis 
Output 
Generation 
 
SEMMA Industry 5 
 
 
Sample Explore Modify Model Assess  
Two Crows Industry 7 
Define Business 
Problem 
Build DM 
Data Base 
Explore Data 
Prepare Data 
for Modeling 
Build Model Evaluate Model 
Deploy Model 
and Results 
 
Annand & 
Buchner 
Academic 8 
Domain 
Knowledge 
Elicitation 
Human 
resource 
Identification 
Problem 
Specification 
Data 
Prospecting 
Methodology 
Identification 
Data Pre-
processing 
Pattern Discovery 
Knowledge Post-
processing 
 
Cabena Industry 5 Select Pre-process Transform Mining Analyse and Assimilate 
 
 
Cios Hybrid 6 Understanding the Problem Domain 
Understanding the 
Data 
Preparation of the Data Build Model 
Evaluation of the 
Discovered 
Knowledge 
Using the 
Discovered 
Knowledge 
 
KDD Roadmap Industry 8 Resourcing Problem Specification Data Cleansing Pre-processing Data Mining Evaluation 
Interpret
ation 
Exploitation  
CRISP-DM Industry 6 
Business 
Understanding 
Data 
Understanding 
Data 
Preparation 
Modeling Evaluation Deployment  
 Figure 5: Phases of Data Mining Methodologies
Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control). This methodology has proven to be successful in com-panies such as IBM, Microsoft, General Electric, Texas Instrument or Ford.KDD Roadmap (Debuse et al., 2001) is an iterative data mining methodology methodology usedin Witness Miner toolkit9 which uses a visual stream-based interface to represent routes throughthe KDD roadmap (consisting of eight steps: problem specification, resourcing, data cleansing,preprocessing, data mining, evaluation, interpretation and exploitation). The main contribution ofKDD roadmap is the resourcing task which consist in the integration of databases from multiplesources to form the operational database.
2.3 CRISP-DM: de facto standard
We focus on Cross Industry Standard Process for Data mining (CRISP-DM) (Chapman et al., 2000)as a process model because it is the “de facto standard” for developing DM and KD projects. Inaddition, CRISP-DM is the most used methodology for developing DM projects10. In general terms,CRISP-DM is a general purpose process model which is a freely available, industry independent,technology neutral, and it is said to be de facto standard for DM.CRISP-DM, as a process model, provides an overview of the life cycle of a data mining project. Itcontains the phases of a project, a set of tasks to be performed in each phase as well as the elementsthat are produced in each task (outputs) and the elements that are necessary to do a task (inputs).The life cycle of a data mining project consists of six phases (Figure 6) which sequence is not rigid:moving back and forth between different phases is always required and depends on the outcome ofeach phase which phase or which particular task of a phase, has to be performed next. The arrowsindicate the most important and frequent dependencies between phases. The outer circle in Figure6 symbolizes the cyclical nature of data mining itself. Data mining is not over once a solution isdeployed. Therefore data mining processes will benefit from the experiences of previous ones.In the following, we outline each phase briefly following the original reference model in (Chap-man et al., 2000):
9http://www.witnessminer.com/10CRISP-DM is still the top methodology for analytics, data mining, or data science projects according to kDnuggets:
http://goo.gl/CYISan
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Figure 6: Process diagram showing the relationship between the different phases of CRISP-DM
1. Business understanding: This initial phase focuses on understanding the project objectivesand requirements from a business perspective, then converting this knowledge into a datamining problem definition and a preliminary plan designed to achieve the objectives.
2. Data understanding: The data understanding phase starts with an initial data collection andproceeds with activities in order to get familiar with the data, to identify data quality problems,to discover first insights into the data or to detect interesting subsets to form hypotheses forhidden information.
3. Datapreparation: The data preparation phase covers all activities to construct the final datasetfrom the initial raw data. Data preparation tasks are likely to be performed multiple times andnot in any prescribed order. Tasks include table, record and attribute selection as well astransformation and cleaning of data for modeling tools.
4. Modeling: In this phase, various modeling techniques are selected and applied and their pa-rameters are calibrated to optimal values. Typically, there are several techniques for the samedata mining problem type. Some techniques have specific requirements on the form of data.Therefore, stepping back to the data preparation phase is often necessary.
5. Evaluation: At this stage the model (or models) obtained are more thoroughly evaluated andthe steps executed to construct the model are reviewed to be certain it properly achieves thebusiness objectives. A key objective is to determine if there is some important business issuethat has not been sufficiently considered. At the end of this phase, a decision on the use ofthe data mining results should be reached
6. Deployment: Creation of the model is generally not the end of the project. Even if the pur-pose of the model is to increase knowledge of the data, the knowledge gained will need to beorganised and presented in a way that the customer can use it.
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Its final goal is to make the process repeatable, manageable and measurable (to be able toget metrics). CRISP-DM is usually referred as an informal methodology (although it does not pro-vide the rigid framework, task/inputs/outputs specification and execution, evaluation metrics, orcorrectness criteria) because it provides the most complete tool set for DM practitioners. The cur-rent version includes the reference process model and implementation user guide defining phases,tasks, activities and deliverable outputs of these tasks.It is clear from Figure 3 that CRISP-DM is the standard model and has borrowed principles andideas from the most important models (KDD, SEMMA, Two Crowds,. . . ) and has been the sourcefor many later proposals. However, many changes have occurred in the business application ofdata mining since the former version of CRISP-DM was published: new data types and data miningtechniques and approaches, more demanding requirements for scalability, real-time deploymentand large-scale databases, etc. The CRISP-DM 2.0 Special Interest Group (SIG) was establishedwith the aim of meeting the changing needs of DM with and improved version of the CRISP-DMprocess. Normally this version should have appeared in 2007, but was finally discontinued.However, other process models based on the original CRISP-DM approach have appeared. Cioset al.’s six-step discovery process (Cios et al., 2000; Cios and Kurgan, 2005) was first proposed in2000 adapting the CRISP-DM model to the needs of the academic research community. The mainextensions include, among others, improved (research-oriented) description of the steps, explicitfeedback mechanisms, reuse of knowledge discovered between different domains, etc. The modelconsists of six steps: understanding the problem domain, understanding the data, preparation ofthe data, data mining, evaluation of the discovered knowledge and using the discovered knowledge.The RAMSYS (RApid collaborative data Mining SYStem) (Moyle and Jorge, 2001) is a methodol-ogy for developing DM and KD projects where several geographically diverse groups (nodes) worktogether on the same problem in a collaborative way. This methodology, although based on CRISP-DM (same phases and generic tasks), emphasises collaborative work, knowledge sharing and com-munication between groups. Apart from the original CRISP-DM tasks, the RAMSYS methodologyproposes a new task called model submission (modeling step), where the best models from eachof the nodes are evaluated and delivered.Finally, in 2015, IBM Corporation released ASUM-DM (Analytics Solutions Unified Method forData Mining/Predictive Analytics) a new methodology which refines and extends CRISP-DM. ASUM-DM retained the âĂĲAnalyticalâĂİ activities and tasks of CRISP-DM but the method was augmentedadding infrastructure, operations, deployment and project management sections as well as tem-plates and guidelines.
3 Context-awareness and reuse of knowledge
A major assumption in many machine learning and data mining algorithms is that the training anddeployment data must be in the same contexts, namely, having the same feature space, distributionor misclassification cost. However, in many real-world applications, this assumption may not hold.Apart from having several different training contexts, there might also be many potential deploy-ment contexts which differ from the training context(s) in one or more ways. An illustrative, norexhaustive, list of context changes is shown is Table 1.Many recentmachine learning approaches have addressed the need to copewith context changesand reuse of learnt knowledge. Areas such as data shift Quiñonero-Candela et al. (2009); Moreno-Torres et al. (2012); Kull and Flach (2014), domain adaptation Jiang (2008), transfer learning Tor-rey and Shavlik (2009); Pan and Yang (2010), transportability Bareinboim and Pearl (2012), meta-learning Giraud-Carrier et al. (2004), multi-task learning Caruana (1997); Thrun (1996), learning
9
Context change Examples of parametrised contextDistribution shift (covariate, prior probability, concept) Input or output variable distributionCosts and evaluation function Cost proportion, cost matrix, loss functionData quality (uncertain, missing, or noisy information) Noise or uncertainty degree, missing attribute setRepresentation change, constraints, background knowledge Granularity level, complex aggregates, attribute setTask change Binarised regression cut-off, bins
Table 1: Taxonomy of context change types and examples of their parametrisation.
from noisy data Angluin and Laird (1988); Frénay and Verleysen (2013), context-aware comput-ing Abowd et al. (1999), mimetic models Blanco-Vega et al. (2006), theory revision Richards andMooney (1991), lifelong learning Thrun and Pratt (2012) and incremental learning Khreich et al.(2012). Generally, in these areas the context change is analysed when it happens, rather than be-ing anticipated, thus learning a model in the new context and reusing knowledge from the originalcontext.A more proactive way to deal with context changes is by constructing a versatile model, whichhas the distinct advantage that it is not fitted to a particular context or context change, and thus en-ables model reuse. A new and generalised machine learning approach called Reframing Hernández-Orallo et al. (2016) addresses that. It formalises the expected context changes before any learningtakes place, parametrises the space of contexts, analyses its distribution and creates versatile mod-els that can systematically deal with that distribution of context changes. Therefore, the versatilemodel is reframed using the particular context information for each deployment situation, and notretrained or revised whenever the operating contexts change (see Figure 7). Rather than being anumbrella term for the above-mentioned related areas, reframing is a distinctive way of addressingcontext changes by anticipating them from the outset. Cost-sensitive learning Elkan (2001); Turney(2000); Chow (1970); Tortorella (2005); Pietraszek (2007); Vanderlooy et al. (2006) and ROC anal-ysis and cost plots Metz (1978); Flach et al. (2003); Fawcett (2006); Flach (2010); Drummond andHolte (2006); Flach et al. (2011); Hernández-Orallo et al. (2011); Hernández-Orallo et al. (2012a);Hernández-Orallo et al. (2013) can be seen as areas where reframing has been commonly used inthe past, and generally restricted to binary classification.Generally speaking, the process of preparing a model to perform well over a range of differentoperation contexts involves a number of challenges:
• Reuse of learnt knowledge: Models are required to bemore general and adaptable to changesin the data distribution, data representation, associated costs, noise, reliability, backgroundknowledge, etc. This naturally leads to a perspective in which models are not continuouslyretrained and re-assessed every time a change happens, but rather kept, enriched and vali-dated in a long-term model life-cycle. This lead us to the concept of versatile models, able togeneralise over a range of contexts.
• Variety of contexts and context changes: The process of preparing and devising a versatilemodel to perform well over a range of operating contexts (beyond the specific context inwhich the model was trained) involves to deal with a number of different possible contextchanges that are commonly observed in machine learning applications: distribution shift Kulland Flach (2014); Moreno-Torres et al. (2012); Quiñonero-Candela et al. (2009), cost andevaluation function Elkan (2001); Turney (2000); Chow (1970); Pietraszek (2007); Tortorella(2005); Vanderlooy et al. (2006), data quality Frénay and Verleysen (2013), representationchange Martínez-Usó and Hernández-Orallo (2015); Martínez-Usó et al. (2015), constrains,background knowledge, task change Scheirer et al. (2013); Hernández-Orallo et al. (2016),. . .
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Figure 7: Operating contexts, models and reframing. The model on the left is intentionally moreversatile than strictly necessary for context A, in order to ease its reframing to other contexts (e.g.,B and C) without retraining it repeatedly.
• Context-aware approaches for machine learning: Retraining vs. Revision vs. Reframingtrilemma: Retraining on the training data is very general, but there are many cases where itis not applicable. For instance, the training data may have been lost or may not exist (e.g.,training models that have been created or modified by human experts) or may be prohibitivelylarge (if deployment must work in restricted hardware), or the computational constraints donot allow retraining for each deployment context separately. Retraining on the deploymentdata can work well if there is an abundance of deployment data, but often the deploymentdata are limited, unsupervised or simply non-existent. A common alternative to retraining isrevision, Raedt (1992); Richards and Mooney (1991) where parts of the model are patched orextended according to a new context (detection of novelty or inconsistency of the new datawith respect to the existing model). It is especially natural as a result of an incremental learn-ing Khreich et al. (2012) or lifelong learning Thrun and Pratt (2012). Finally, reframing, as
11
said above, is a context-aware approach that reuses the model trained in the training contextby subjecting it to a reframing procedure that takes into account the particular deploymentcontext .
• Context-aware performance evaluation and visualisation: When the context is constant,conventional context insensitive performance metrics can be used to evaluate how a modelperforms for that context. However, when we use the same model for several contexts weneed context-aware performance metrics Ferri et al. (2009); Hernández-Orallo et al. (2011);Hernández-Orallo et al. (2013); Flach et al. (2011); Hand (2009); Hernández-Orallo et al.(2015, 2012b); Drummond and Holte (2006); Lo et al. (2011); Hernández-Orallo (2013); Xuet al. (2014); Kull and Hernández-Orallo (2015); Bi and Bennett (2003); Fawcett (2006); Flach(2010); Flach et al. (2003); Metz (1978).
These challenges require a change of methodology. If we have to be more anticipative with con-text, we need a process model where context is present from the very beginning, and the analysis,identification and use of context (changes) must be part of several stages. This is what CASP-DMundertakes.
Figure 8: Tasks to be accomplished when there is a context change.
4 CASP-DM
CASP-DM, which stands for Context-Aware Standard Process for Data Mining, is the proposed ex-tension of CRISP-DM for addressing specific challenges of machine learning and data mining for
12
context and model reuse handling. CASP-DM model inherits flexibility and versatility from theCRISP-DM life cycle and put more emphasis in that the sequence of phases is not rigid: contextchanges may affect different tasks so it should be possible to move to the appropriate phase. Thisis illustrated in Figures 8 (simplified) 9 (complete), where a flow chart shows which tasks in theCASP-DM process model should be completed whenever a context change needs to be addressed.
Figure 9: Complete view of the CASP-DM tasks to be completed whenever (1) a new context-awareDM project starts; or (2) a context change needs to be addressed.
In this section we overview the life cycle of a DM project by putting emphasis on those new andenhanced tasks and outputs that have to do with context and model reuse handling (Figure 10).Enhanced or new tasks/outputs are shown in dark red. Furthermore, a running example of modelreuse with bike rental station data (MoreBikes) Kull et al. (2015b) will be used to illustrate howCASP-DM is applied in a real environment.
13
Figure 10: Legend of the different representation of original and new/enhanced tasks and outputs.
4.1 Business Understanding
Figure 11: Phase 1. Business understanding: tasks and activities for context-awareness
The CASP-DM first phase “Business understanding” (as well as the second phase “Data under-standing”) is the phase where the data mining project is being understood, defined and conceptu-alized. The rest phases are implementation-related phases, which aim to resolve the tasks being setin the first phases. As in the original CRISP-DM, the implementation phases are highly incrementaland iterative where the lessons learned during the process and from the deployed solutions canbenefit subsequent data mining processes.The initial phase focuses on understanding the project objectives and requirements from a busi-ness perspective, then converting this knowledge into a data mining problem definition and a pre-liminary plan designed to achieve the objectives. Adapting this phase to address context changesand model reuse handling involves: (1) adding new specialized tasks for identifying long termreusability business goals (whether the business goals involve reusability, adaptability, and ver-satility) w.r.t. context changes, (2) determining both data mining goals and success criteria whenwe address a context-aware data mining problem (which type of context-aware technique should beused depends on what aspects of the model are reusable in other contexts) and, finally, (3) performan initial assessment of available context-aware techniques and update the project plan describing
14
the intended plan for achieving the data mining goals and thereby achieving the reusability, adapt-ability, and versatility business goals. The plan should specify the steps to be performed duringthe rest of the project, including the initial identification of contexts (changes), and the reframingtechniques (I/O, structural) to deal with them.
4.1.1 Determine business objectives
• Task: The first task is to thoroughly understand, from a business perspective, what the clientreally wants to accomplish, and thus try to gain as much insight as possible into the businessgoals for data mining. For that it is necessary to gather background information about thecurrent business situation, document specific business objectives and agree upon criteriaused to determine data mining success from a business perspective.
• Outputs:
– Background: Record the information that is known about the organizationâĂŹs businesssituation: determine organizational structure, identify the problem area and describe anysolutions currently used to address the business problem
– Business objectives: Describe the customerâĂŹs primary objective agreed upon by theproject sponsors and other business units affected by the results
– Business success criteria: Define the nature of business success for the data miningproject from the business point of view. This might be as precisely as possible and ableto be measured objectively.
– Reusability, Adaptability and Versatility Goals: Identify, from a business long-term per-spective, which are the prerequisites and future perspectives: whether the business goalsinvolve reusability, adaptability, and versatility (i.e., should our solution procedure per-form well over a range of different operating contexts?).
MoReBikeS example 1.
Finding Business ObjectivesAdaptive reuse of learnt knowledge is of critical importance in the majority of knowledge-intensive application areas, particularly when the context in which the learnt model operatescan be expected to vary from training to deployment. The MoReBikeS challenge (Model Reusewith Bike Rental Station Data) organised as the ECML-PKDD 2015 Discovery Challenge #1 Kullet al. (2015a), is focused on model reuse and context change.The MoReBikeS challenge was carried out in the framework of historical bicycle rental dataobtained from Valencia, Spain. Bicycles are continuously taken from and returned to rentalstations across the city. Due to the patterns in demand some stations can become emptyor full, such that more bikes cannot be rented or returned. To reduce the frequency of thishappening, the rental company has to move bikes from full or nearly full stations to empty ornearly empty stations. Therefore the task is to predict the number of available bikes in everybike rental stations 3 hours in advance. There are at least two use cases for such predictions.
• First, a specific user plans to rent (or return) a bike in 3 hours time and wants to choosea bike station which is not empty (or full).
• Second, the company wants to avoid situations where a station is empty or full andtherefore needs to move bikes between stations. For this purpose they need to know
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which stations are more likely to be empty or full soon.
Context-awareness: Information from older stations should be used to improve performanceon younger ones. In future, new stations will be planned every few months, but probably thegrowth is getting faster.
4.1.2 Assess situation
• Task: Once the goal is clearly defined, this task involves more detailed fact-finding about allof the resources, constraints, assumptions and other factors that should be considered indetermining the data analysis goal and project plan.
• Outputs:
– Inventory of resources: Accurate list of the resources available to the project, including:personnel, data sources, computing resources and software.
– Requirements, assumptions and constraints: List all requirements of the project (sched-ule of completion, security and legal restrictions, quality, etc.), list the assumptions madeby the project (economic factors, data quality assumptions, non-checkable assumptionsabout the business upon which the project rests, etc.) and list the constraints on theproject (availability of resources, technological and logical constraints, etc.).
– Risks and contingencies: List of the risks or events that might occur to delay the projector cause it to fail (scheduling, financial, data, results, etc.) and list of the correspondingcontingency plans.
– Terminology: Compile a glossary of technical terms (business and data mining terminol-ogy) and buzzwords that need clarification.
– Costs and benefits: Construct a cost-benefit analysis for the project (comparing theestimated costs with the potential benefit to the business if it is successful).
MoReBikeS example 2.
Assessing the SituationOne of the first tasks the consultant faces is to assess the companyâĂŹs resources for datamining.
• Data. Since this is an established company, there is plenty of historical information fromstations as well as information about the current status, time of the day/week/year,geographical data, weather conditions, etc.
4.1.3 Determine data mining goals
• Task: Translate business goals (in business terminology) into data mining goal reality (in tech-nical terms).
• Outputs:
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– Data mining and context-aware goals: Describe the type of data mining problem. Initialexploration of how the different contexts are going to be used. Describe technical goals.Describe the desired outputs of the project that enables the achievement of the businessobjectives.
– Data mining and context-aware success criteria: Define the criteria for a successfuloutcome to the project in technical terms: describe the methods for model and contextassessment, benchmarks, subjective measurements, etc.
MoReBikeS example 3.
Data Mining GoalsBike rental company needs to move bikes around to avoid empty and full stations. This canbe done more efficiently if the numbers of bikes in the stations are predicted some hoursin advance. The quality of such predictions relies heavily on the recorded usage over longperiods of time. Therefore, the prediction quality on newly opened stations is necessarilylower. The goals for the study are:
• Use historical information about bike availability in the stations. In this challenge weexplore a setting where there are 200 stations which have been running for more than2 years and 75 stations which have just been open for a month.
• Reuse the models learned on 200 “old” stations in order to improve prediction perfor-mance on the 75 “new” stations. Combine information from similar stations to buildimproved models. Hence, this challenge evaluates prediction performance on the 75stations.
• By predicting the number of bikes in the new stations (3 hours in advance), the bikerental company will be able to move bikes around to avoid empty and full stations.
4.1.4 Produce project plan
• Task: Describe the intended plan for achieving the data mining goals and thereby achievingthe business goals. The plan should specify he project of the business goals, data mininggoals (reusability, adaptability, and versatility), resources, risks, and schedule for all phasesof data mining as well as include an initial selection of tools and techniques.
• Outputs:
– Project plan: List the stages to be executed in the project, together with duration, re-sources required, inputs, outputs and dependencies. Where possible make explicit thelarge-scale iterations in the data mining process, for example repetitions of the modelingand evaluation phases.
– Initial assessment of tools and techniques: At the end of the first phase, the project alsoperforms an initial assessment of tools and techniques, including the initial identificationof contexts (changes) and the context-aware techniques to deal with them.
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MoReBikeS example 4.
MoReBikeS Example—Assessing Tools and TechniquesAfter setting the project plan for the study, an initial selection of tools and techniques shouldbe made taking into account contexts and context changes:
• In this challenge, context is the combination of station and time. It should be advisableto use model combination, and retraining on sets of similar station.
4.2 Data Understanding
Figure 12: Phase 2. Data Understanding: tasks and activities for context-awareness
The CRISP-DM phase 2 “Data understanding” involves an initial data collection and proceedswith activities that enable you to become familiar with the data, identify data quality problems,discover first insights into the data, and/or detect interesting subsets to form hypotheses regardinghidden information.To adapt this second phase to address the new needs, we have to enhance the initial data collec-tion task in order to be able represent different relevant contexts. Through a further data explorationwe should be also able to contribute to or refine the data description, quality reports and informa-tion about context representation, and feed into the transformation and other data preparationsteps needed for further analysis.
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4.2.1 Collect initial data
• Task: Acquire the data (or access to the data) listed in the project resources. This initialcollection includes data integration if acquired frommultiple data sources. Describe attributes(promising, irrelevant, . . . ), quantity and quality of data. Collect sufficiently rich raw data torepresent possibly different relevant contexts. Collect sufficiently rich raw data to representpossibly different relevant contexts.
• Outputs:
– Initial Data Collection Report: Describe data collected: describe attributes (promising,irrelevant, . . . ), quantity and quality of data and identify relevant contexts.
MoReBikeS example 5.
Initial Data CollectionA procedure to store the number of bikes in all stations every hour has been set up. Thegathered data provides information about 275 bike rental stations in Valencia over a period of2.5 years (from 01/06/2012 to 31/01/2015). For each hour in this period the data specifiedthemedian number of available bikes during that hour in each of the stations. The dataset wascomplementedwith weather information about the same hour (temperature, relative humidity,air pressure, amount of precipitation, wind directions, maximum and mean wind speed).The bike rental data for Valencia have been obtained from http://biciv.com, weather in-formation from the Valencian Regional Ministry for the Environment (http://www.citma.gva.
es/) and holiday information from http://jollyday.sourceforge.net/.
4.2.2 Describe data
• Task: Describe the properties of the acquired data and report on the results. This includes theamount of data (consider sampling), value types, records, fields, coding schemes, etc.
• Outputs:
– Initial Data Collection Report: Write description report in order to share the findingsabout the data.
MoReBikeS example 6.
Describing DataThere are 24 given features in total which can be divided to 4 categories:
• Facts of stations. The facts of stations provided in the data set include the station ID,the latitude, the longitude and the number of docks in that station. All these propertiesfor one station do not change over time.
• Temporal information. The timestamp of a data entry consists of eight fields: “Times-tamp” in terms of seconds from the UNIX epoch, “Year”, “Month”, “Day”, “Hour”, “Week-day”, “Weekhour”, and “IsHoliday” which indicates whether the day is a public holiday.These features are giving overlapping temporal information, we only need a subset ofthem to represent a time point. The “Timestamp” is actually including information of
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“Year”, “Month”, “Day”, “Hour”,“Weekday” and “Weekhour”, whereas “Weekday” and“Hour” also can be deduced by “Weekhour”. Only “IsHoliday” is independent to any ofothers.
• Weather. This set of features include “windMaxSpeed”, “windMeanSpeed”, “windDirec-tion”, “temperature”, “relHumidity”, “airPressure”, “Precipitation”. One major observa-tion of weathers is that all the values of all the seven fields share among all stations.
• Counts and their statistics. This set of features relates to the target value directly. Firstof all, “bikes 3h ago” gives the target value of the 3-hour-earlier time point at a station.The full profile features use all previous data points of the same “Weekhour” to obtainlong term statistics for each “Weekhour” in each station, accordingly the short profilefeatures only use at most four previous data points to obtain short-term statistics. Thelong-term statistics of the 200 old stations only have very small changes over time incontrast to the short-term ones
The target variable is “bikes” and it is a non-negative integer representing the median numberof available bikes during the respective hour in the respective rental station.
4.2.3 Explore data
• Task: This task addresses data mining and context-aware goals through querying, visualiza-tion, and reporting techniques over the data and how they may contribute/refine the initial(business or DM) goals, data transformation/preparation.... Among others, this analysis in-clude distribution of key attributes, looking for errors in the data, relationships between pairsor small numbers of attributes, results of simple aggregations, properties of significant sub-populations, and simple statistical analyses.
• Outputs:
– Data exploration report: Describe results of this task including (possibly using graphsand plots) first findings, initial hypothesis, explorations about contexts, particular sub-sets of relevant data and attributes and their impact on the remainder of the project.
MoReBikeS example 7.
Exploring DataA lot of work should be done in this stage in the bike scenario. Taking pieces of domainknowledge and checking whether they hold and identify interesting patterns. We can see thatdifferent stations clearly exhibit different daily patterns. Most obviously, there are stationsthat tend to be full in the night and emptier during the day. Essentially these are stationsthat are on the outer areas of the city, and the bikes are used during the day to travel intomore central parts of the city. There are also stations that exhibit the opposite pattern. Thesestations are left empty at night, since the operators know that the will fill up during the day aspeople travel into the city. There are of course stations that fall between these two extremes.
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4.2.4 Verify data quality
• Task: Examine the quality of the data: coding or data errors, missing values, bad metadata,measurement errors and other types of inconsistencies that make analysis difficult.
• Outputs:
– Initial DataCollectionReport: List and describe the results of the data quality verification(is correct?, contain errors?, missing values?, how common are they?) and list possiblesolutions.
MoReBikeS example 8.
Verifying Data QualitySome of the issues encountered include missing values in the profile information about thestation that could be ignored. Timepoint features also have missing values and only the time-points with existing values are used.
4.3 Data Preparation
The CRISP-DM phase 3 “Data preparation” covers all activities needed to construct the final dataset(data that will be fed into the modelling tool(s)) from the initial raw data. Data preparation tasks arelikely to be performedmultiple times and not in any prescribed order. In fact, it is estimated that datapreparation usually takes 50-70% of a projectâĂŹs time and effort. Tasks include table, record,and attribute selection, as well as transformation and cleaning of data for modelling tools. Theoriginal CRISP-DM task “select data” had limitations for practical application in complex domains(e.g. multidimensional) since it is mostly assumed for single-table static data format. Furthermore,it lacks activities to handle data wrangling, data conversion, data sampling, data unification, etc.Select data has been enhanced with feature extraction, resolution change and dimensional-ity reduction techniques to define possible attribute sets for modelling activities. Furthermore aselection of contexts and context changes relevant to the data mining goals should be done byselecting data which cover the selected contexts and changes. Enhanced constructive data prepa-ration operations has been added to derive context-specific and context-independent attributes.The integration of data from multiple tables or records to create new records or values should bealso updated with data from different contexts. Finally, data formatting for specific data miningtechniques need to include the context representation.
4.3.1 Select data
• Task: Based upon the initial data collection conducted in the previous CRISP-DM phase, youare ready to decide on the data to be used for analysis. Note that data selection covers selec-tion of records (rows) as well as attributes (columns) in a table.
• Outputs:
– Rationale for inclusion/exclusion: List the data and context to be included/excluded andthe reasons for these decisions.
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Figure 13: Phase 3. Data Preparation: tasks and activities for context-awareness
– Selected contexts and changes: Select contexts and context changes relevant to thedata mining goals, ignore the others. Select data to cover the selected contexts andchanges.
MoReBikeS example 9.
Selecting DataMany of the decisions about which data and attributes to select have already been made inearlier phases of the data mining process. Contexts are modelled as parameters (station andtimestamp) and both need to be modelled later (using all available data).
4.3.2 Clean Data
• Task: Clean and solve problems in the data chosen to include for the analysis. This tasks aimsat raising the data quality to the level required by the selected analysis techniques.
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• Outputs:
– Data Cleaning Report: Report data-cleaning efforts (missing data, data errors, codinginconsistencies, missing data and bad metadata) for tracking alterations to the data andin order for future data mining projects to be benefited.
MoReBikeS example 10.
Selecting DataThe bike rental company uses the data cleaning process to address the problems noted in thedata quality report.
• Missing data. The missing values are ignored in all profile calculations, i.e. only thetimepoints with existing values are averaged.
4.3.3 Construct data
• Task: This task includes constructive data preparation operations such as the production ofderived attributes or entire new records, or transformed values for existing attributes.
• Outputs:
– Derived attributes: Derived attributes are new attributes that are constructed from oneor more existing attributes in the same record. Derive context-specific and context-independent attributes.
– Derived attributes: Describe the creation of completely new records. Generate new datato force context-invariance (e.g., rotated images in deep learning).
MoReBikeS example 11.
Constructing DataSeveral new parameters are created to be added to the profiles of each station:
• There is one feature about the number of bikes in the station 3 hours ago: “bikes 3hago”. The profile variables are calculated from earlier available timepoints on the samestation.
• The “full profile bikes” feature is the arithmetic average of the target variable “bikes”during all past timepoints with the same weekhour, in the same station.
• The “full profile 3h diffbikes” feature is the arithmetic average of the calculated feature“bikes-bikes 3h ago” during all past timepoints with the same weekhour, in the samestation.
• The “short *” profile is the same as the full profiles except that it only uses past 4 time-points with the same weekhour. If there are less than 4 such timepoints then all areused.
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4.3.4 Integrate data
• Task: These are methods whereby information is combined from multiple sources. There aretwo basic methods of integrating data: merging two data sets with similar records but differentattributes or appending two or more data sets with similar attributes but different records.
• Outputs:
– Merged data: This includes: merging tables together into a new table; aggregation ofdata (summarising information) frommultiple records and/or tables and integrating datafrom relevant contexts
MoReBikeS example 12.
Selecting DataWith multiple data sources (bike station’ historical data, bike stations’ current status, weatherconditions and profile data) it is necessary to integrate all data.
4.3.5 Format data
• Task: This task involves checking whether certain techniques require a particular format ororder to the data. Therefore syntactic modifications have to be made to the data (withoutchanging its meaning).
• Outputs:
– Reformatted data: Syntactic changes made to satisfy the requirements of the specificmodeling tool. Examples: change the order of the attributes and/or records, add identi-fier, remove commas from within text fields, trimming values, etc.
– Context representation: Select context representation. (How are the contexts going tobe represented in the data (parametrisation; as-feature vs as-dataset)?)
MoReBikeS example 13.
Context representationAs commented in previous phases, context in this challenge is represented by means of pa-rameters, concretely station identifier and timestamp.
4.4 Modelling
In this phase, various modeling techniques are selected and applied, and their parameters are cal-ibrated to optimal values. Typically, there are several techniques for the same data mining problemtype and this phase is usually conducted in multiple iterations. Some techniques have specific re-quirements on the form of data, so going back to the data preparation phase is often necessary.A new optional branch of reframe-based subtasks and deliverables has been added for selectingthe modelling technique. Therefore, we clearly differentiate between classical modelling techniquesand reframing techniques. Furthermore, enhanced procedures for testing the versatile modelâĂŹsquality and validity (context plots and performance metrics) has been added. Specific reframing
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Figure 14: Phase 4. Modelling: tasks and activities for context-awareness
tools are needed to build the versatile model. A new general task âĂĲREVISE MODELâĂİ for han-dling model revision in incremental or lifelong learning data mining tasks. Furthermore, a newgeneral task âĂĲREFRAME SETTINGâĂİ has been added in this phase in order to decide which typeof reframing should be used (over the versatile model) depending on what aspects of the modelare reusable in other contexts. This task will be performed to adapt a versatile model w.r.t. a con-text whenever the context changes. Finally, context-aware performance metrics are also needed toassess the versatile model.
4.4.1 Select modelling technique
• Task: As the first step in modelling, select the actual modeling technique that is to be used.Although it has been selected a tool during the “Business Understanding” phase, this taskrefers to the specific modeling technique, e.g., decision-tree building with 5.0, or neural net-work generation with back propagation. Determining the most appropriate model will typicallybe based on the data types, data mining goals (scores, patterns, clusters, versatile model.etc.)
• Outputs:
– Modeling technique: Document the actual modeling technique that is to be used. In casecontext matters, Select the model and reframing couple, e.g.. scorer and score-driven orlinear regression and continuous output reframing.
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– Modeling assumptions: Many modeling techniques make specific assumptions on thedata, e.g., all attributes have uniform distributions, no missing values allowed, class at-tribute must be symbolic etc. Record any such assumptions made.
MoReBikeS example 14.
Modeling TechniquesBecause of that lack of training data, it was supposed that historical models about two-yeardata on the old bike stations would yield better predictions that the scarce training data. Eachstation is thus characterised by 6 linear models to predict the number of bikes, correspondingto 6 different subsets of the features “ikes 3h ago”, “full profile bikes”, “full profile 3h diffikes”,“short profile bikes”, “short profile 3h diff bikes” and temperature. All the subsets included“bikes 3h ago” but differed based on which profile features they used (3 options: full profiles,short profiles, or all profiles), and whether they used temperature (2 options: yes or no). Weuse regression modelling techniques techniques in order to handle data with outliers. We alsoimpute Missing Values by median/mode.Therefore , the hypothesis made was that the closest old stations to the target stations weremost capable to predict future use of those new stations given the different models for theother 200 stations. For that reason, distance seems to be a crucial point in weighting thepredictions of the given models.
4.4.2 Generate test design
• Task: Before we actually build a model, we should consider how the modelâĂŹs results will betested. Therefore we need to generate a procedure or mechanism to test the modelâĂŹs qual-ity and validity (describing the criteria for goodness of a model (i.e., error rate) and definingthe data on which these criteria will be tested.
• Outputs:
– Test design: Describe the intended plan (i.e., how to divide the available dataset) fortraining, testing and evaluating the models.
– Context plot and performance metrics: Decide how the context changes can be eval-uated (e.g, by using artificial data). Identify proper metrics to evaluate reframing effi-ciency.
MoReBikeS example 15.
Test DesignAs already commented, the stations are first splitted randomly into 200 training stationsand 75 test stations. The time period was splitted into training period (01/06/2012 to31/10/2014) and three-months test period (01/11/2014 to 31/01/2015). The last monthof the training period (01/10/2014 to 31/10/2014) we referred to as the deployment pe-riod. We trained 6 different linear models (more details in the previous task) for each of the200 training stations on the training period. The participants are provided with the trainedmodels, with the data from the one-month deployment period for all 200+75 stations, andwith the data from the training period from 10 training stations out of 200.The criteria by which the models are assessed is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in three-
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month test period across 50 test stations, with different forecasting windows, grouped bylength of history and perhaps some meta-information about the station.
4.4.3 Build Model
• Task: Run the modelling tool on the prepared dataset to create one or more models.
• Outputs:
– Parameter settings: Most modeling techniques have a a large number of parameters thatcan be adjusted. List the parameters and their chosen value, along with the rationale forthe choice of parameter settings.
– Models: These are the actual models produced by the modeling tool, not a report.
– Model description: Describe the resultant model. Report on the results of a model andany meaningful conclusion, document any difficulties or inconsistencies encounteredwith their meanings.
MoReBikeS example 16.
Model BuildingIn choosing the models to be reused there is a good range of approaches: perform an analysisto select for each test station one model out of the given 1200, and used that model forprediction. Selectmultiplemodels and averaged over these. Use a weighted average ofmodel.Finally, and following the retraining approach, it should be decided not to use the given modeland trained new models.
• Reframe version: a possible solution to the problem consists of combining the predic-tions of the K nearest stations among the old stations (1:200) to the target stations(201:275) using the weighted arithmetic mean. On one hand, these predictions are cal-culated applying the best model—in terms of MAE—for each old station (1:200). On theother hand, the K nearest neighbours were obtained by comparing each target stations(201:275) to all the old stations (1:200) in terms of the Euclidean distance betweenthem. Then, the K closest old stations to one target station were selected as its K nearestneighbours. In doing so for every target station (201:275), their K nearest neighbourswere discovered among the old stations (1:200). The Euclidean distance between thetarget station and its neighbours is used to weight the influence of their predictions onthe final prediction. Finally, this summation was divided by the sum of the k Euclideandistances from each neighbour (among the K nearest neighbours) to the target stationon the test data. In doing so, the final prediction value was obtained from k predictionstaken into account in a different importance according to their proximity to the targetstation.
• Retraining version: it consists on using the data of the roughly 2.5 year long periodbetween 2012 and 2014 for 10 docking stations in the city of Valencia as well as theone month partial training data provided for 190 other stations throughout the city.
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4.4.4 Revise Model
• Task: Once we have built amodel and as a result of an incremental learning or lifelong learning,themodel needs to be revised(patched or extended) because of some novelty or inconsistencyof the new data is detected with respect to the existing model. This can be extended to contextchanges, provided we can determine when the context has changed significantly to deservea revision process.
4.4.5 Assess Model
• Task: For each model under consideration, we have to interpret them and make a method-ical assessment according to the data mining success criteria, and the desired test design.Judge and discuss the the success of the application of modelling and discovery techniquestechnically. Rank the models used.
• Outputs:
– Model assessment: Summarize results of this task by using evaluation chars, analysisnodes, cross-validation charts, etc.; list qualities of generated models (e.g., in terms ofaccuracy) and rank their quality in relation to each other. In context-aware tasks, com-pare with different scenarios, in particular retraining.
– Revised parameter settings: According to the model assessment, revise parameter set-tings and tune them for the next run in the Build Model task. Iterate model building andassessment until you strongly believe that you found the best model(s). Document allsuch revisions and assessments.
MoReBikeS example 17.
MoReBikeS Example—Model AssessmentThe reframing solution, which selects multiple models and averages over these, is better thanretraining.
4.4.6 Reframe setting
• Task: Which type of reframing technique should be used depending on what aspects of themodel are reusable in other contexts? Taking into account the particular deployment context(if known), we distinguish three different kinds of reframing (which can be combined): output,input and structural reframing. Thus, where a conventional, non-versatile model captures onlysuch information as is necessary to deal with test instances from the same context, a versatilemodel captures additional information that, in combination with reframing, allows it to dealwith test instances from a larger range of contexts.
• Outputs:
– Kind of reframing: Describe the kind of reframing (output, input or structural) to beapplied over the versatile model.
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MoReBikeS example 18.
Reframe settingIn choosing the models to be reused it has to be decided the criteria for model suitability fora given test station. These included: performance of the model in the test station during thedeployment period; distance between the test station and the station of the model’s origin;similarity between the time-series of the stations during the deployment period; and severalcombinations of these.
4.5 Evaluation
Figure 15: Phase 5. Evaluation: tasks and activities for context-awareness
Once you have built a model (or models) that, according to the evaluation task in the previousphase, appears to have high quality from a data analysis perspective, it is important to thoroughlyevaluate it (perhaps going through the previous phases) to be certain the model properly achievesthe business objectives. Therefore, this step requires a clear understanding of the stated businessgoals. A key objective is to determine howwell results answer your organizationâĂŹs business goalsand whether there is some important business issue that has not been sufficiently considered. Atthe end of this phase, a decision on the use of the data mining results should be reached.Regarding context-awareness, in this phase we need an enhanced task for assessing whetherthe versatile model meets the business objectives in all the relevant contexts where they are to bedeployed. Furthermore, we need to decide whether the versatile model is able to be reused andadapted to the deployment data or not.
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4.5.1 Evaluate results
• Task: Unlike the previous evaluation steps which dealt with factors such as the accuracy andgenerality of themodel, in this step we need to assess the degree to which themodel meets thebusiness objectives and, thus, this step requires a clear understanding of the stated businessgoals. We need to determine if there is some business reason why this model is deficient, ifresults are stated clearly, if there are novel or unique findings that should be highlighted, ifresults raised additional questions, etc.
• Outputs:
– Assessment of data mining results with respect to business success criteria: Summa-rize assessment results in terms of business success criteria, interpret the data miningresults, check the impact of result for initial application goal in the project, see if thediscovered information is novel and useful, rank the results, state conclusions, checkwhether results cover all contexts relevant for the business success criteria, etc.
– Approved models: Select those (versatile) models which, after the previous assessmentwith respect to business success criteria, meet the the selected criteria.
MoReBikeS example 19.
Evaluating ResultsGiven a new rental station (deployment context), it is conceivable that there might be somerental stations that are more similar to this station in terms of the daily usage patterns. Fol-lowing this idea, the proposed here methods find the closest stations in terms of distance.The overall results indicate that the deployed methods are quite simple and easy to applyand can achieve a good performance when used to know which stations are more likely to beempty or full soon.
• New Questions. The most important questions to come out of the study are: How of-ten the stations remain empty or full because of bad predictions? How much time iswasted in carrying bikes around because of bad predictions? Can we use different eval-uation measures in modelling to achieve better results? How often do we need to retrainmodels?
4.5.2 Review Process
• Task: Extra time for reflection on the successes andweaknesses of the process just completed.Although the resultingmodels appear to be satisfactory and to satisfy business needs, it wouldbe appropriate to do a more thorough review of the whole data mining process seeking foroverlooked tasks and quality assurance issues. We should summarise activities and decisionsmade in each phase learning thus from your experience so that future data mining projectswill be more effective.
• Outputs:
– Review of process: Summarize the process review and all the activities and decisions foreach phase. Give hints for activities that have been missed and/or should be repeated.
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MoReBikeS example 20.
MoReBikeS Example—Review ReportAs a result of reviewing the process of the initial data mining project, the bike rental com-pany has developed a greater appreciation of the interrelations between steps an its inherent“backtracking” nature. Furthermore, the company has learn that model reuse between similarstations is appropriate when historical data is not provided or does not exists.
4.5.3 Determine next steps
• Task: Depending on the results of the reviewing the process of the initial data mining project,the project team decides how to proceed. The team decides whether (a) to continue to thedeployment phase, (b) go back and refine or replace your models thus initiating further it-erations, or (c) set up new data mining projects. This task includes analyses of remainingresources and budget, which may influence the decisions. If the results satisfactorily meetyour data mining and business goals, start the deployment phase.
• Outputs:
– List of possible actions: List possible further actions along with the reasons for andagainst each option: analyse potential for deployment and improvement(for each resultobtained), recommend alternative following phases, refine the whole process, etc.
– Decision: Describe the decisionmade: rank alternatives, document reasons for the choiceand how to proceed along with the rationale.
MoReBikeS example 21.
Next StepsThe bike rental company is fairly confident of both the accuracy and relevancy of the projectresults and so is continuing to the deployment phase.
4.6 Deployment
Creation of the model is generally not the end of the project and deployment is the process ofusing the discovered insights to make improvements (or changes) within your organization. Evenif the results may not be formally integrated into your information systems, the knowledge gainedwill undoubtedly be useful for planning and making marketing decisions.This phase often involvesplanning and monitoring the deployment of results or completing wrap-up tasks such as producinga final report and conducting a project review.Regarding context-awareness data mining tasks, in this phase we need to determine in what waythe versatile model (or the pull of models) is to be kept, used, evaluated and maintained for a long-term use. Furthermore, we may need to monitor the possible change of the context distribution orcheck whether its range is the same as expected. If not, we may need to revaluate some models fora new distribution of contexts thus going back to previous phases/tasks.
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Figure 16: Phase 6. Deployment: tasks and activities for reframing.
4.6.1 Plan deployment
• Task: Depending on the results of the reviewing the process of the initial data mining project,the project team decides how to proceed. The team decides whether (a) to continue to thedeployment phase, (b) go back and refine or replace your models thus initiating further it-erations, or (c) set up new data mining projects. This task includes analyses of remainingresources and budget, which may influence the decisions. If the results satisfactorily meetyour data mining and business goals, start the deployment phase.
• Outputs:
– Deployment plan: This task takes the evaluation results and determines a strategy fordeployment. If a general procedure has been identified to create the relevant model(s)and integrate within your database systems. This procedure is documented (step-by-step plan and integration) here for later deployment (including technical details, benefitsof monitoring, deployment problems, etc.). Furthermore, create a plan to disseminatethe relevant information to strategy makers
– Model selection w.r.t. the context: Determine the pace in which context values are cap-tured or estimated. Determine how the pool of models is going to be kept and selectedaccording to context.
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MoReBikeS example 22.
Deployment PlanningCan we use different evaluation measures in modelling to achieve better results? How oftendo we need to retrain models?.
4.6.2 Plan deployment
• Task: Since your data mining work may be ongoing, monitoring and maintenance are impor-tant issues. In those cases the model(s) will likely need to be evaluated periodically to ensureits effectiveness and to make continuous improvements.
• Outputs:
– Monitoring and maintenance plan: Summarize monitoring and maintenance strategy:factors or influences need to be tracked, validity and accuracy of each model, expirationissues,etc.
– Context changeMonitoring: Determine the pace in which context values are captured orestimated. Determine how the pool of models is going to be kept and selected accordingto context.
MoReBikeS example 23.
Deployment PlanningThe company had to decide on the criteria for model suitability for a given test station. Inchoosing the models to be reused in each of the new bike stations to be allocated, the bikerental company will select the set provided models (from existing stations) that have alreadybeen proved to be similar to the new station.
4.6.3 Produce final report
• Task: At the end of the project, the project team writes up a final report to communicate theresults
• Outputs:
– Final report: Final report where all the threads are brought together. It should includea thorough description of the original business problem, the process used to conductdata mining, how well initial data mining goals have been met, which (versatile) modelsare reused again and again, budget and costs (cost of reframing? And retraining? Howsignificant has context been?)), deviations from the original plan, summary of dataminingresults, overview of the deployment process, recommendations and insights discovered,etc.
– Final presentation: Determine the pace in which context values are captured or esti-mated. Determine how the pool of models is going to be kept and selected according tocontext.
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4.6.4 Produce final report
• Task: This is the final step of the CASP-DM methodology. In it we assess what went right andwhat went wrong (and need to be improved), the final impressions, lessons learned, etc.
• Outputs:
– Experience documentation: Summarize important experiences made during the project(overall impressions, pitfalls, misleading approaches, etc.). Have contexts been well iden-tified? How much model reuse has been performed? Were the models sufficiently flexibleto be reframed? Should we change the definition of context? Can we make more versatilemodels?
5 Discussion
Datamining is a discipline with strong technical roots in statistics, machine learning and informationsystems. The advance in techniques, tools and platforms, jointly with the increase of the availabilityof data and the higher complexity of projects and teams, has been so significant in the past decadethat methodological issues are becoming more important to harness all this potential in an effi-cient way. The perspective of data science, where data mining goals are more data-oriented thanbusiness-oriented in a more classical direct data mining process may suggest that rigid method-ologies cannot cope with the variability of problems, which have to be adjusted to related scenariosvery frequently, in terms of changes of data, goals, resolution, noise or utility functions.In contrast, we have advocated here that successful methodologies, such as CRISP-DM, canplay this role if they become less rigid and accommodate the idea the variability of the applicationin a more systematic way. The notion of context, its identification and parametrisation, is a gen-eral way to anticipate all these changes and consider them from the very beginning. This is whyCASP-DM tries to extend CRISP-DM to make this possible. The explicit existence of activity andtasks specifically designed for this context identification and handling ensures that companies andpractitioners will not overlook this important aspect and will plan data mining projects in a morerobust way, where data transformation and model construction can be reused and not jettisonedwhenever any contextual thing changes. We have illustrated how CASP-DM goes through thesecontext issues with some real examples.CASP-DM not only considers context-awareness in the whole process, but is backward com-patible with CRISP-DM, the most common methodology in data mining. This means that CRISP-DM users can adopt CASP-DM immediately and even complement their existing projects with thecontext-aware bits, making them more versatile. In order to do this transition from CRISP-DM toCASP-DM, it is also important to have a stable platform and community where CASP-DM documents,phases and planning tools can be integrated and located for datamining practitioners. For instance,it is hard to find the CRISP-DM documentation, as nobody is maintaining it any more. To take thatreference role, we have set up a community around www.casp-dm.org, where data mining practi-tioners can find information about CRISP-DM and CASP-DM, but also about context-awareness andother related areas such as reframing and domain adaptation. It is also our intention to associatea working group with this initiative, so that CASP-DM can also evolve with the new methodologicalchallenges of data mining.
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